Changes in tonic descending inhibition of spinal neurons with articular input during the development of acute arthritis in the cat.
1. In 15 alpha-chloralose-anesthetized cats we studied the presence of tonic descending inhibition (TDI) of spinal neurons with input from the knee and its modulation during an acute inflammation of this joint. TDI of spinal neurons with articular input was assessed by applying reversible cold blocks to the lower thoracic cord. The amount of descending inhibition was estimated from the induction and/or increase of resting discharges and of the responses to mechanical stimuli to the knee and other structures during the transitory and reversible blocks. In each experiment one or a few neurons were investigated while the joint was in normal condition [altogether 15 nociceptive-specific (NS) and 6 wide-dynamic-range (WDR) neurons]. One of the neurons was then selected for long-term recordings during which an acute inflammation in the knee was induced by the intra-articular injection of kaolin and carrageenan. Before and during developing arthritis, cold blocks were applied to examine whether the amount of TDI would change during the inflammatory process. 2. The neurons with input from the normal knee were under TDI because application of the cold block induced or increased resting discharges and the responses to noxious compression of the knee and the adjacent thigh and lower leg. In 10 of 15 NS neurons, the response threshold was lowered into the innocuous range. In 9 of 17 cells tested, the excitatory receptive field expanded to the ipsilateral paw, and 4 neurons became inhibited by paw compression. Seven of 18 neurons tested revealed inhibitory receptive fields on the contralateral leg during cold block. The neurons were located in laminae IV-VII. 3. Fourteen neurons were continuously monitored during development of inflammation, and changes in the effectiveness of TDI were assessed by blocking the cord before and during the development of arthritis. In most neurons baseline resting activity in the intact state of the cord increased while the arthritis developed. This inflammation-evoked enhancement of resting discharges was more pronounced during periods of spinalization. Consequently, the differences between the resting discharges in the cold-blocked and the intact state were progressively enhanced in arthritis. 4. After induction of arthritis, the responses to compression of the knee joint increased in the intact state as well as during cold blocks. In 11 of 14 neurons, the differences between the responses in the spinal and intact state were progressively enlarged during the development of inflammation. A similar result was obtained for flexion of the injected knee.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)